
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Region( k( T" x( y( z(
perigenual"anterior"cingulate"gyrus" 87" 10.73" G6" 10" G8"
anterior"medial"prefrontal"cortex" 98" 10.28" G6" G48" 28"
medial"posterior"parietal"cortex" 21" 8.71" G8" 48" G8"
ventral"medial"prefrontal"cortex" 18" 8.53" G48" G68" G16"
lateral"orbitofronal"cortex" 10" 7.59" 24" G54" G20"
posterior"cingulate"gyrus" 5" 7.35" 8" G86" G10"
Extent"&"height"thresholds""G#p#<"0.05"FWE#
perigenual"anterior"cingulate"gyrus" 4209" 10.73" G6" 36" G4"
medial"posterior"parietal"cortex" 1699" 8.71" G6" G64" 24"
lateral"orbitofronal"cortex" 315" 7.59" 30" 14" G20"
precentral"gyrus" 932" 6.80" 36" G22" 54"
cerebellum" 374" 6.51" 16" G46" G20"
temporal"fusiform"gyrus" 1065" 6.45" 40" G58" G16"
amygdala" 194" 5.56" 30" G4" G24"
lateral"occipital"cortex" 605" 5.29" 32" G86" 0"
occipital"pole" 166" 5.15" 4" G16" 38"




















































Region( k( T" x( y( z(
occipital"pole" 512" 7.9" G10" G102" 10"
ventral"striatum" 92" 7.71" 14" 8" G10"
occipital"fusiform"gyrus" 323" 7.71" 38" G82" G16"
occipital"fusiform"gyrus" 249" 7.23" G28" G68" G16"
lateral"occipital"cortex" 109" 7.13" G26" G76" 24"
lateral"occipital"cortex" 147" 7.12" 28" G68" 30"
ventral"striatum" 45" 7.01" G14" 4" G16"
occipital"cortex" 109" 6.56" 48" G66" G6"
inferior"temporal"gyrus" 11" 6.36" 54" G56" G14"
occipital"cortex" 16" 6.15" G46" G70" G4"
occipital"fusiform"gyrus" 10" 5.95" 20" G82" G22"
"Extent"&"height"thresholds""G#p#<"0.05"FWE"
occipital"pole" 38692" 8.09" 12" G100" 8"
orbitofrontal"cortex" 321" 6.07" G22" 30" G18"
frontal"pole" 391" 5.27" 46" 44" 2"
cerebellum" 202" 5.21" 32" G40" G42"
superior"temporal"gyrus" 487" 5.08" G50" 40" 10"
orbitofrontal"cortex" 149" 4.73" 24" 28" G18"
postcentral"gyrus" 1256" 4.51" G58" G10" 28"
























































































(( voxels( peak( MNI(coordinates(
{mm}(
Region( k( T" x( y( z(
mesial"ventral"striatum" 347" 5.63" G6" 10" G8"
posterior"cingulate"gyrus" 893" 5.49" G6" G48" 28"
perigenual"anterior"cingulate"gyrus" 1157" 5.19" G8" 48" G8"
occipital"cortex" 926" 5.16" G48" G68" G16"
cerebellum" 185" 5.13" 24" G54" G20"
lingual"gyrus" 521" 4.71" 8" G86" G10"



















































































(region( voxels( peak( MNI(coordinates({mm}(
( ( " ( ( (Main"Effect"of"Disclosure"Audience"(F)"
(( k( T" x( y( z(
ventral"medial"prefrontal"cortex" 157" 18.12" 2" 46" G18"
medial"posterior"parietal"cortex"
"
591" 15.39" G4" G56" 30"
share"with"friend">"keep"it"private"
(( k( T" x( y( z(
anterior"medial"prefrontal"cortex" 281" 5.29" G4" 56" G10"
medial"posterior"parietal"cortex"
"
867" 5.12" 0" G56" 8"
share"with"parent">"keep"it"private"
(( k( T" x( y( z(
medial"posterior"parietal"cortex" 162" 5.04" G4" G56" 30"
anterior"medial"prefrontal"cortex"
"
98" 4.38" G4" 56" G10"
keep"it"private">"share"with"parent"
(( k( T" x( y( z(
temporal"parietal"junction"
"
161" 5.08" 54" G48" 32"
share"with"friend">"share"with"parent"
(( k( T" x( y( z(
medial"posterior"parietal"cortex"
"
257" 4.87" 6" G62" 26"
share"friend"&"parent">"keep"it"private"
(( k( T" x( y( z(
medial"posterior"parietal"cortex" 645" 5.55" G4" G56" 30"
anterior"medial"prefrontal"cortex" 226" 5.32" 4" 56" G10"
























"" F" p" η2"
main"effect" 5.59" 0.007" 18.88"
"" T" p" ""
friend">"self" 3.17" 0.004" ""
parent">"self" 2.39" 0.025" ""
parent">"friend" G0.39" 0.697" ""
(
ventral(medial(prefrontal(cortex(
"" F" p" η2"
main"effect" 4.55" 0.016" 15.95"
"" T" p" ""
friend">"self" 1.68" 0.104" ""
parent">"self" 2.44" 0.023" ""
parent">"friend" 1.84" 0.079" ""
(
medial(posterior(parietal(cortex(
"" F" p" η2"
main"effect" 11.56" 0.001" 32.51"
"" T" p" ""
friend">"self" 2.91" 0.008" ""
parent">"self" 4.07" 0.000" ""














































" F" p" η2"
" 9.202" 0.001" 27.72"main"effect" T" p" "friend">"self" 2.6131" 0.015" "parent">"self" 3.3687" 0.003" "parent">"friend" 2.5509" 0.018" "
medial(posterior(parietal(cortex(
" F" p" η2"

















"" F" p" η2"
main"effect" 0.998" 0.376" 3.99"
"" T" p" ""
friend">"self" 1.5515" 0.134" ""
parent">"self" 1.0408" 0.308" ""
parent">"friend" G0.0433" 0.966" ""
right(ventral(striatum(
"" F" p" η2"
main"effect" 1.67" 0.199" 6.51"
"" T" p" ""
friend">"self" 1.8169" 0.082" ""
parent">"self" 1.3368" 0.194" ""
parent">"friend" G0.3733" 0.712" ""
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Figure(16."SelfGdisclosure"activity"in"reward"prediction"error"ROIs."Differential"
selfGdisclosure"activity"(Experiment"3)"in"functional"regions"of"interest"derived"
from"contrast"of"reward"prediction"error,"controlling"for"choice"and"decision"value"
(Experiment"2)."Stars"indicate"significant"differences"(p"<"0.05)"as"indexed"by"
postGhoc,"pairedGsamples"tGtests."For"statistical"results"and"precise"MNI"peak"
coordinates,"see"Tables"2"&"5."
"
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CHAPTER(V(
DISCUSSION(
"
Overview(
Although"the"primary"questions"of"interest"in"the"current"report"center"on"
prospective"social"modulation"of"selfGrelevant"neural"activity,"Experiments"1"and"
2"were"specifically"designed"and"implemented"to"create"a"conjoined"search"
space"of"neural"substrates"shared"across"independent"tasks"of"personal"
relevance"and"probabilistic"decision"making."Consequently,"these"results"are"
briefly"addressed"initially"in"order"to"provide"appropriate"context"for"the"
discussion"of"region"of"interest"based"analyses"of"differential"self"disclosure"
(Experiment"3)"activity."The"impact"and"limitations"of"Experiments"1"and"2"will"be"
considered"after"thorough"treatment"of"the"primary"task"of"interest,"followed"by"
conclusions"about"the"relevance"of"the"current"work,"implications"and"alternative"
interpretations,"and"next"steps"for"further"advancing"the"state"of"neuroimaging"
investigations"of"the"selves.(
Conclusions(
Personal#relevance#and#reward#prediction#error#signals#
In"Experiment"1,"selfGreferential"versus"nonGselfGreferential"cognition"
elicited"robust"activity"in"medial"prefrontal"cortex"(mPFC)"and"medial"posterior"
parietal"cortex"(mPPC)."This"supports"the"wellGreplicated"hypothesis"that"cortical"
midline"activity"indexes"personal"relevance."Support"for"the"hypothesis"that"vS"
activity"would"be"likewise"associated"with"personal"relevance"is"not"clearly"
evident"at"stringent,"wholeGbrain"height"and"extent"thresholds."Somewhat"less"
direct"support"for"this"hypothesis"is"provided"by"evidence"of"significant"mvS"
activity"in"the"conjunction"analysis,"which"is"also"visually"apparent"in"the"contrast"
of"self"versus"change."Due"to"the"massive"spatial"extent"of"significant"clusters,"
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however,"this"activity"cannot"be"attributed"solely"to"vS"(Woo,"Krishnan,"and"
Wager,"2014)."In"Experiment"2,"I"simulated"probabilistic"decision"making"in"an"
artificial"neural"network"for"each"participant,"and"computed"a"parameter"for"
reward"prediction"error"at"each"trial."Reward"prediction"error,"formally"defined"by"
the"difference"between"reward"outcome"and"expected"value"of"a"probabilistic"
decision,"accounted"for"robust"BOLD"signal"in"the"bilateral"ventral"striatum"(vS),"
in"keeping"with"the"hypothesis"that"the"brain’s"reward"prediction"error"signal"is"
computed"by"midbrain"dopaminergic"innervation"of"the"nucleus"accumbens"
(Delgado"et"al.,"2002)."Although"incremental"replication"may"not"yield"the"same"
reward"as"that"of"unprecedented"scientific"discovery,"there"is"still"merit"in"
assessing"and"updating"our"paradigms"even"for"processes"with"considerable"
empirical"and"metaGanalytic"precedent"to"guide"predictions."Both"the"self"versus"
change"contrast"from"Experiment"1"and"the"computationally"derived"reward"
prediction"error"contrast"from"Experiment"2"elicited"the"hypothesized"patterns"of"
neural"activity,"and"should"be"regarded"as"having"successfully"functionally"
localized"selfGrelevant"and"RPE"related"activity,"respectively."
Independent#and#overlapping#neural#correlates#of#self9evaluation#and#
value9based#decision#making#
Conjointly,"the"hypothesized"functional"overlap"between"personal"
relevance"and"prediction"error"signal"was"evident"in"mesial"vS"and"vmPFC,"as"
well"as"in"the"posterior"cingulate"cortex"(PCC)."I"initially"predicted"that"BOLD"
signal"in"pgACC"would"be"likewise"mutually"elicited"across"personal"relevance"
and"reward"prediction"error"in"light"of"the"pgACC"reported"by"Enzi"et"al."(2009)."
On"further"reflection,"however,"its"absence"from"the"conjunction"analysis"in"the"
current"report"is"unsurprising,"as"Enzi"and"colleagues"additionally"demonstrated"
that"the"difference"in"pgACC"activity"between"high"personal"relevance"and"a"
control"task"consisting"of"simple"figural"orientation"judgments"was"dramatically"
higher"than"differences"between"pgACC"responses"to"positive"reward"outcomes"
and"the"same,"lowGlevel"control"task."
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#
Effects#of#disclosure#audience#
It"should"first"be"pointed"out"that"no"explicit,"economic"model"was"applied"
to"describe"the"behavioral"choices"in"Experiment"3."Because"participants"
behaved"like"rational"agents"with"minimal"deviation"from"optimal"behavior,"the"
raw"gold"coin"amounts"represent"the"monetary"value"associated"with"each"
choice."This"was"accounted"for"at"the"neural"level"by"inclusion"of"a"parametric"
modulator"that"controls"for"the"financial"value"of"these"choices.""
Accounting"for"monetary"value"as"described"at"the"single"subject"level,"
groupGlevel"analysis"revealed"a"brainGwide"main"effect"of"disclosure"audience"in"
the"ventral"medial"prefrontal"cortex"(vmPFC)"and"the"medial"posterior"parietal"
cortex"(mPCC),"providing"fairly"strong"evidence"that"prospective"social"context"
modulates"selfGevaluations"in"cortical"midline"structures"(CMS)."Furthermore,"the"
enhanced"BOLD"signal"for"prospective"disclosures"to"friends"compared"to"
parents"in"mPPC"supports"the"hypothesis"that"the"neural"mechanisms"underlying"
assignment"of"personal"relevance"differentiate"the"prospective"social"contexts"of"
future"disclosures"to"parents"as"compared"to"friends."The"operationalization"of"
personal"relevance"in"this"paradigm"is"also"noteworthy"and"strengthens"the"
above"inferences."As"many"neuroimaging"investigations"of"the"self"that"report"
personally"relevant"activity"define"selfGrelevance"in"terms"of"selfGreferential"
cognition,"as"contrasted"against"nonGselfGreferential"stimuli,"which"may"confound"
the"detection"of"effects"specific"to"isolating"the"process"of"interest."The"
differential"self"disclosure"task"(Experiment"3)"is"unique"in"that"it"controls"for"selfG
referential"processes"to"the"extent"that"all"disclosure"statements"involve"explicit"
awareness"of"the"objective"self"as"a"stimulus."Consequently,"any"differences"in"
neural"activity"associated"with"prospective"disclosure"conditions"may"reliably"be"
attributed"to"the"assignment"or"representation"of"personal"relevance,"rather"than"
differences"in"the"degree"to"which"conditions"elicit"selfGreferential"processes."It"is"
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plausible"that"the"selfGreferential"decision"associated"with"each"prospective"
disclosure"might"involve"the"computations"of"outcome"evaluation"and"learning"
from"the"choice"of"disclosure"audience,"as"well"as"representation,"value"
assignment,"and"action"selection"during"the"subsequent"disclosure."However,"
because"the"disclosure"statements"are"all"essentially"binary"personal"relevance"
judgments,"and"personal"relevance"judgments"depend"on"value"computation,"it"is"
most"likely"that"the"selfGreferential"cognition"elicited"in"Experiment"3"is"tied"to"the"
neural"computation"of"value"assignment"or"neural"representation"of"that"value."
Comparing"prospective"disclosures"(collapsed"across"friend"and"parent)"
against"selfGreferential"cognition"in"a"private"context"revealed"activity"in"the"mvS"
in"addition"to"vmPFC,"consistent"with"Tamir"and"Mitchell’s"(2012)"finding"that"self"
disclosure"is"associated"with"stronger"wholeGbrain"vS"and"vmPFC"responses"
than"keeping"answers"private."The"current"work"also"extends"this"line"of"research"
by"demonstrating"that"the"effect"applies"not"only"to"the"reward"outcomes"
associated"with"immediate"social"sharing"about"the"self,"but"to"the"value"of"
disclosures"to"be"resolved"in"the"future."The"activity"associated"with"prospective"
social"selves"is"quite"compelling"in"its"immediate"visual"similarity"to"the"
conjunction"across"independent"tasks"of"selfGreference"(Experiment"1)"and"
reward"prediction"error"(Experiment"2)."Independent"contrasts"of"prospective"
social"disclosures"versus"private"selfGreference"revealed"patterns"of"activity"in"
CMS"similar"to"those"evident"in"the"main"effect"contrast,"but"was"dramatically"
more"robust"in"mPPC"for"sharing"with"friend,"while"clusters"of"mPFC"activity"were"
similar"for"disclosures"to"either"friends"or"parents"compared"to"private"selfG
evaluations,"but"situated"approximately"1cm"anterior"and"superior"to"the"peak"of"
the"omnibus"test"of"social"context."Although"this"may"seem"like"a"minute"
difference,"the"distinction"between"the"vmPFC"cluster"associated"with"combined"
disclosures"and"the"slightly"more"superior"and"anterior"clusters"associated"with"
disclosures"to"parents"and"friends,"individually"track"roughly"along"Northoff"and"
colleague’s"(2006)"proposed"boundary"in"the"mPFC"between"paralimbic""(e.g.,"
pgACC,"vmPFC)"and"association"cortices"(e.g.,"amPFC,"mPPC)."According"to"
this"scheme,"these"anatomically"distinct"cortical"regions"comprise"the"integrative"
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aspect"of"the"self,"which"combines"visceral,"homeostatic"information"about"the"
internal"self"projected"to"paralimbic"regions"(e.g.,"pgACC,"vmPFC)"with"
information"about"the"external"self"from"primary"sensory"and"motor"projections"to"
heteromodal"association"cortices"(e.g.,"amPFC,"mPPC?"Northoff,"Feinberg,"and"
Qin,"2010)."The"individual"clusters"associated"with"friend"versus"private"and"
parent"versus"private"contexts"more"closely"resemble"the"region"of"amPFC"
Nicolle"et"al."(2011)"implicated"in"abstract"models,"while"the"vmPFC"cluster"for"
disclosing"compared"to"keeping"selfGevaluations"private"more"closely"resembles"
paralimbic"regions"implicated"in"integrating"interoceptive"signals"with"externally"
derived"sensorimotor"information"meaning"(Roy,"Shohamy,"and"Wager,"2013)."
However,"while"these"observations"are"well"in"line"with"the"conceptual"approach"
of"this"the"empirical"study"at"hand,"they"are"not"informed"by"a"formal"a#priori"
hypotheses,"and"are"discussed"to"provide"context"and"conceptual"resonance"
with"the"work"on"which"this"research"is"based,"rather"than"to"serve"as"evidence"
for"any"inferences"about"the"proposed"broader"function"of"mPFC."Collectively,"
findings"at"the"whole"brain"level"support"the"hypothesis"that"activity"in"the"vS"and"
CMS"differentiate"private"selfGreferential"cognition"from"the"prospective"social"
context"of"future"disclosure"(controlling"for"any"discrepancies"in"reward"outcomes"
across"conditions)."
Differential#assignment#of#personal#relevance#and#value#in#functionally#defined#
regions#of#interest"
Differential"responses"in"the"mesial"ventral"striatum"(mvS)"distinguished"
between"both"social"contexts"as"individually"compared"against"private"selfG
reflection,"which"is"consistent"with"Tamir"and"Mitchell’s"(2012)"finding,"but"did"not"
distinguish"between"disclosures"to"parents"and"disclosures"to"friends."In"mPPC"
and"vmPFC,"structures"mutually"implicated"in"independent"tasks"of"self"and"
reward,"BOLD"signal"increased"linearly"for"keeping"a"fact"private,"sharing"with"a"
parent,"and"sharing"with"a"friend,"respectively."In"concert"with"the"visually"evident"
similarities"between"the"conjunction"and"contrast"of"disclosures"versus"private"
selfGevaluations"and"results"at"the"whole"brain"level,"this"is"relatively"strong"
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evidence"that"the"value"assignment"associated"with"personal"relevance"is"
contingent"upon"the"imagined"social"context"(or"lack"thereof)"in"which"stimuli"are"
presented."Not"only"does"it"appear"that"the"prospective"social"selves"collectively""
“rank"more"highly”"(p.74)"than"the"isolated"scannerGself,"as"indexed"by"vS"
differentiation"between"sharing"and"private"selfGevaluations,"but"cortical"midline"
structures"further"differentiate"between"the"personal"relevance"associated"with"
prospective"social"contexts,"supporting"the"hypothesis"that"cortical"midline"
structures"implement"multiple"aspects"of"the"social"self"or"selves."It"may"be"the"
case"that"thinking"about"potential"social"selves"elicits"more"robust"“selfG
referential”"activity"than"thinking"about"the"isolated,"but"immediate"self.#
#
Implications(and(Next(Steps(
NeuroSynth,"a"tool"for"conducting"formal"reverse"inference,"allows"users"
to"upload"unthresholded"statistical"parametric"maps"and"“decode”"them"against"a"
metaGanalytic"database"of"reverseGinference"maps,"automatically"generated"by"
crossGindexing"frequently"occurring"words"in"neuroimaging"manuscripts"with"
reported"MNIGcoordinates"(Yarkoni,"Poldrack,"Nichols,"Van"Essen,"and"Wager,"
2011)."Analysis"of"the"statistical"parametric"map"(SPM)"for"the"group"level"
contrast"of"share"with"friend">"answer"privately"revealed"that"it"was"more"tightly"
linked"to"reverse"inference"maps"associated"with"“autobiographical,”"“self,”"“selfG
referential”"than"to"any"other"psychological"processes."The"only"terms"more"
strongly"correlated"describe"the"spatial"or"anatomical"regions"active"in"the"
contrast"(e.g.,"“medial"prefrontal,”"“posterior"cingulate,”"“midline”)"or"brainGwide"
networks"of"which"they"are"components"(e.g.,"“default"mode”)."Although"the"
aforementioned"terms,"conveniently,"describe"the"regions"of"interest"derived"from"
the"overlap"of"independent"tasks"of"self"and"reward,"the"cortical"midline"is"
likewise"engaged"by"many"other"psychological"processes."However,"because"
these"correlations"are"with"the"reverse,"rather"than"forward"inference"maps"
associated"with"the"terms,"they"suggest"that"the"share"with"friend"versus"answer"
privately"contrast"is"selectively"associated"with"those"regions,"controlling"for"their"
prevalence"in"the"neuroimaging"literature."A"similar,"albeit"weaker,"pattern"was"
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evident"for"the"group"level"TGmap"for"share"with"parent"versus"answer"privately."
The"inverse"contrast"(private">"parent)"was"related"predominantly"to"terms"
concerning"attention,"working"memory,"or"executive"control"(no"socially"relevant"
terms"out"of"the"strongest"10%"of"correlations)."(
" Synthesizing"wholeGbrain"findings"on"the"effects"of"disclosure"audience,"
differential"activity"in"independently"derived"regions"of"interest,"and"metaGanalytic"
decoding"of"the"unthresholded"SPMs,"this"work"collectively"suggests"that"thinking"
about"the"self"one"wants"to"share"with"a"friend"or"parent"elicits"neural"activity"that"
is"more"similar"to"what"is"typically"reported"as"“selfGreferential”"processing"than"
thinking"about"the"self"in"private."Although"this"does"not"constitute"strong"
evidence"that"the"self"is"a"social"construct,"it"is"an"interesting"finding,"especially"
in"light"of"William"James’"sentiments"that"we"have"multiple"social"selves,"and"that"
out"of"all"of"them,"“the"potential"social"Me"is"the"most"interesting”"(p."190),"at"
least"in"terms"of"the"allocation"of"neural"resources."
Another"means"of"exploring"the"dynamics"of"multiple"social"selves"might"
be"to"distinguish"true"selfGdisclosures"from"evaluations"of"previously"shared"
information."If"guesses"can"be"successfully"retrieved"from"parents"and"friends"
about"the"yes/no"answers"that"participants"disclosed,"then"whether"or"not"each"
item"constitutes"a"novel"“disclosure”"or"rather"“shared"self"knowledge”"could"be"
determined"by"comparing"all"congruent"answers"(e.g.,"participant"answered"yes"
to"“I"want"to"learn"to"surf,”"friend"guessed"participant"would"say"yes)"to"
incongruent"answers"(e.g.,"participant"answered"no"to"“I"hate"spicy"mustard,”"
Mom"guessed"participant"would"answer"yes)."Using"a"stateGbased"decision"
algorithm"might"afford"the"opportunity"to"classify"neural"activity"associated"with"
“disclosures”"compared"to"“shared"self"knowledge”"and"predict"behavioral"
choices"on"each"trial"accordingly."If"a"“model"free”"reinforcementGlearning"
algorithm"can"be"trained"to"classify"“shared"self"knowledge”"trials"based"on"the"
neural"signature"of"“friendGMe”"or"“parentGMe”"compared"to"the"consequence"free"
and"nonGsocial"“privateGMe”"(or"minimally"social"“scannerGMe”"that"only"involves"a"
spatially"remote"experimenter"and"technician),"this"would"prove"a"powerful"
demonstration"of"differentiable"social"selves."
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One"entirely"unanticipated"result"is"the"presence"of"activity"in"the"right"temporalG
parietal"junction"(rTPJ)"for"private"selfGreflection"versus"prospective"disclosures"
to"parents."This"observation"is"initially"confusing"in"light"of"routine"implications"of"
rTPJ"in"perspective"taking,"mentalizing,"theory"of"mind,"and"other"tasks"of"social"
cognition"(van"Overwalle,"2009),"which"would"suggest"that"disclosures"to"friends"
or"to"parents"would"be"more"likely"to"elicit"such"a"pattern,"but"rTPJ"is"also"
involved"in"a"number"of"nonGsocial"attentional"processes"(Mitchell,"et"al.,"2006),"
and"decoding"the"SPM"did"not"indicate"any"correlations"with"social"terms."The"
reciprocally"inverted"patterns"of"CMS"activity"for"prospective"social"contexts"
compared"to"private"selfGevaluations"suggests"that"this"anomaly"may"be"part"of"a"
broader"pattern,"but"one"that"is"difficult"to"discern."A"recent"methodologically"and"
conceptually"innovative"study"used"multivariate"classification"and"economic"
models"of"decision"behavior"to"classify"subjects"choices"in"a"gambling"game"
against"human"or"computer"opponents"based"on"multivariate"decoding"of"110"
anatomically"parcellated"regions"(Carter,"Bowling,"Reeck"and"Huettel,"2012)."
Only"rTPJ"was"uniquely"capable"of"classifying"behavioral"decisions"that"involved"
both"social"context"and"relevant"future"outcomes."This"illustrates"a"particularly"
compelling"approach"to"the"open"question"about"the"function"of"rTPJ"in"these"
processes,"because"it"provides"the"chance"to"test"whether"we"can"classify"
behavioral"choices"based"only"on"patterns"of"associated"neural"activity."While"a"
modelGbased"algorithm"like"the"RGW"model"used"to"assess"reward"prediction"
error"may"be"too"coarse"for"making"fineGgrained"social"distinctions"of"this"sort,"
abstract,"stateGbased,"“model"free”"algorithms"have"been"used"to"explain"vmPFC"
activity"for"tasks"in"which"there"is"no"“optimal”"response"(Hampton,"et"al.,"2006).((
Limitations(and(Alternative(Interpretations(
One"factor"that"may"confound"the"results"reported"in"Experiment"3"is"that,"
because"no"true"“share"with"self"in"the"future”"condition"was"implemented,"
comparisons"of"prospective"disclosures"against"private"selfGreflection"may"be"
contaminated"by"differences"in"effects"of"engaging"in"prospective"cognition."
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Although"autobiographical"recall"and"projection"of"oneself"into"the"future"tend"to"
elicit"similar"patterns"of"neural"activity,"these"patterns"of"activity"are"also"located"
in"precisely"the"same"locations"as"the"medial"prefrontal"activity"observed"in"the"
present"task"(AndrewsGHannah,"Saxe,"and"Yarkoni,"2014)."The"same"differences"
between"sharing"with"friend,"sharing"with"parent,"and"choosing"not"to"share"could"
be"plausibly"elicited"by"simply"engaging"in"the"most"prospective"memory"when"
thinking"about"a"new"friend"(because"they"represent"the"information"domain"most"
likely"to"be"incomplete),"less"when"thinking"about"their"parents"(about"whom"
considerably"less"prospection"is"likely"to"be"elicited)"and"the"least"for"private"
reflection,"which"does"not"require"projecting"oneself"into"the"future.""
" Alternatively,"it"may"not"be"projecting"oneself"into"the"future"per#se"that"
drives"this"effect,"but"rather"the"difference"in"cognitive"load"between"simply"
evaluating"the"current"self"and"evaluating"a"simulated"self"about"which"to"
disclose."Because"both"prospective"disclosure"conditions"entail"future"
consequences"while"the"consequences"of"private"selfGevaluation"are"largely"
resolved"immediately,"prospective"disclosures"may"additional"involve"processes"
of"elaboration,"simulation,"or"imagination."Yet"another"interpretation"is"that"events"
with"implications"for"future"outcomes"are"more"closely"attended"to."However,"one"
prominent"hypothesis"of"attention"at"the"cellular"level"describes"attention"in"a"
normative"framework"for"synaptic"gainGmodulation"(Reynolds"and"Heeger,"2009)"
that"is"essentially"the"same"as"models"of"gain"modulation"that"explain"saccades"
toward"a"rewarding"target"(Louie"and"Glimcher,"2011)."It"could"be"likewise"
argued"that"salience"is,"essentially,"a"question"of"motivational"or"personal"
relevance"(Schacter,"et"al.,"2007)."‘Incentive"salience’"is"also"one"of"the"primary"
components"of"rewardGrelated"processes"that"Berridge"(2012)"describes"as"
relating"to"motivation"or"desire."The"point"of"these"arguments"is"not"to"obfuscate"
alternative"interpretations"with"circular"logic,"but"rather"to"suggest"that,"because"
the"self"can"be"implicated"in"most,"if"not"all,"psychological"phenomena,"looking"
for"explanations"based"on"neurobiological"mechanisms"that"are"similarly"
implicated"across"processes"of"interest"may"prove"a"more"fruitful"approach."What"
this"means"is"that"if"formally"defined,"computational"models"can"simultaneously"
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explain"observed"behavior"and"characterize"the"neural"activity"underlying"the"
BOLD"signal,"they"may"be"an"extremely"effective"strategy"for"addressing"
semantically"defined"psychological"concepts"at"multiple"levels"of"analysis"
(Cacioppo"and"Bernston,"1992?"Rangel,"Camerer,"and"Montague,"2008)."
The"current"sample"was"constrained"to"firstGyear"college"students"because"
we"assumed"that"a"new"friend"would"be"the"most"salient"or"motivationally"
relevant"social"context"for"the"self"during"this"transitional"period,"allowing"us"to"
better"differentiate"the"“friendGself”"from"the"“parentGself.”"It"is"known"that"early"
adolescents"recruit"stronger"activity"than"adults"in"CMS"during"direct"selfG
reflection,"and"that"the"extent"of"this"activity"is"further"modulated"by"the"
interaction"of"social"context"and"stimulus"content"(Pfeifer,"et"al.,"2009),"
conclusions"based"on"the"current"results"should"be"considered"in"light"of"the"fact"
that"a"similarly"enhanced"response"may"be"evident"for"late"adolescents"(i.e.,"the"
current"sample),"but"absent"in"a"more"typically"“adult”"population."The"results"of"
this"dissertation"are"consistent"with"other"prior"work"in"our"laboratory,"namely"that"
vmPFC"responses"to"social"selfGevaluations"are"known"to"increase"longitudinally"
from"late"childhood"to"early"adolescence"(Pfeifer"et"al.,"2013),"and"striatal"
responses"differ"for"early"adolescents"and"adults"across"contentGbased"and"
processGbased"manipulations"of"selfGreferential"stimuli"(Jankowski"et"al.,"2014)."
In"light"of"these"findings,"two"potential"confounds"should"be"considered."First,"
although"all"selfGdisclosure"statements"were"designed"to"be"equally"trivial,"the"
domain"content"of"some"statements"could"be"construed"as"academic"(e.g."“I"like"
to"read"books”),"while"others"are"more"obviously"in"the"social"domain"(e.g.,"“I"
make"people"laugh”)."Because"statements"were"randomized"across"pairs"of"
possible"disclosure"audiences,"it"is"possible"that"domainGspecific"stimuli"are"more"
prevalent"in"one"condition"for"some"subjects"than"others."Secondly,"although"we"
assume"that"firstGyear"college"students"will"be"most"likely"to"value"the"social"
context"associated"with"a"new"friend"more"than"that"associated"with"a"parent,"this"
may"vary"widely"across"participants."Assessment"of"additional"selfGreport"
measures"concerning"the"precise"nature"of"participants’"relationships"to"the"
social"targets"of"interest"may"help"to"clarify"whether"the"assumption"that"
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disclosures"to"new"friends"can"be"regarded"as"more"salient"than"those"to"
parents.""
Impact(and(Future(Directions(
A#new#paradigm#for#self9referential#processing#
The"dominant"selfGreference"control"stimulus"in"Experiment"1"is"the"
inquiry,"“Can"it"change?”"(about"people"in"general)"with"regard"to"a"social"trait"
adjective."Although"evaluating"the"extent"to"which"a"trait"adjective"is"static"may"
seem"like"an"unlikely"task"to"contrast"against"selfGreferential"evaluations,"the"use"
of"this"phrase"as"the"most"appropriate"control"was"determined"via"an"iterative"
process"of"conceptual"and"empirical"refinement."Empirical"validation"of"this"
paradigm"through"traditional,"forward"inference"approach"was"bolstered"by"a"
formal"reverse"inference,"conducted"by"uploading"the"unthresholded"SPM"to"the"
NeuroVault"(Gorgolewski"et"al.,"2015)"repository"and"carrying"out"whole"brain"
decoding"against"the"NeuroSynth"database"(Yarkoni"et"al.,"2011)."Decoding"
revealed"that"the"self">"change"SPM"is"more"specifically"linked"to"reported"
activity"in"the"literature"associated"with"the"word"“self”"than"over"3,300"other"
topics"of"interest.#
By"combining"forward"and"reverse"inference"approaches,"we"can"be"more"
confident"in"the"extent"to"which"the"operationalization"of"selfGreferential"cognition"
in"terms"of"the"self"versus"change"contrast"reflects"reports"in"the"literature"
empirically,"rather"than"by"carrying"out"a"motivated"visual"search"for"activity"in"
structures"of"interest."Reverse"inference"must"be"conducted"with"great"care,"as"
postGhoc"rationalization"about"unexplained"activity"in"a"neural"structure"in"terms"
of"the"psychological"processes"that"frequently"implicate"that"structure"assuredly"
constitutes"a"logical"error."Extending"support"for"a#priori"hypotheses"by"
considering"the"probability"that"conceptually"relevant"words"appear"in"the"
literature"(given"the"empirically"derived"neural"activity)"in"tandem"with"the"
probability"of"neural"activity"(given"the"operationalized"psychological"concept)"is"
not,"however,"a"reverse"inference"error,"but"a"measured"and"justifiable"
application"of"formal"reverse"inference"(Poldrack,"2011)."By"validating"this"
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paradigm"through"traditional"forward"and"metaGanalytic"reverse"inference,"this"
work"provides"a"powerful"tool"for"future"investigations"of"selfGreferential"cognition"
or"personal"relevance."In"addition"to"the"potential"for"giving"rise"to"increasingly"
abstract"and"complex"explorations"of"who"people"think"they"are"or"might"become,"
these"findings"have"practical"implications"as"well,"to"be"discussed"in"the"next"
section."#
Implications#for#development#and#psychopathology##
#
All"of"the"paradigms"in"the"current"work"were"designed"with"a"specific"eye"
toward"ready"deployment"in"developmental"populations."Adolescents"are"often"
portrayed"as"making"more"risky"decisions"than"adults"or"children"(Burnett,"Bault,"
Coricelli,"and"Blakemore,"2010),"especially"in"the"presence"of"peers"(Steinberg"
2008),"although"this"has"been"called"into"question"by"a"recent"metaGanalysis"
(Defoe"et"al.,"2014)."Social"contexts"also"heighten"adolescent"preferences"for"
immediate"rewards"(O’Brien,"Albert,"Chein,"and"Steinberg,"2011)."Therefore,"
expanding"disclosure"audiences"to"include"selfGidentified"versus"parentGidentified"
“bad"influences”"or"“good"influences”"may"be"one"way"to"differentiate"the"extent"
to"which"we"select"our"own"potential"future"selves"from"the"extent"to"which"they"
are"chosen"for"us."We"know"that"the"adolescent"brain"is"more"fineGgrained"than"a"
phrenological"seesaw"in"which"adultGsized"basal"ganglia"are"pitted"against"an"
immature"neocortex,"but"demonstrating"that"the"ventral"striatum"contributes"to"
ultimately"wise"(or"at"least"parentGapproved)"decisions"as"well"as"poor"ones"may"
help"better"characterize"this"oftGmaligned"region"of"the"brain"as"socialGself"
seeking"rather"than"simply"wild"thrill"seeking"(Pfeifer"and"Allen,"2012)."
Research"on"selfGrelevance"and"reward"may"also"contribute"to"our"
understanding"of"maladaptive"behavior,"and"de"Greck"and"colleagues"(2008)"
have"shown"that"pathological"gamblers"demonstrate"attenuated"vS"and"vmPFC"
responses"to"both"selfGrelevant"and"rewarding"stimuli."A"better"understanding"of"
social"influences"on"the"brain’s"valuation"systems"will"inform"our"academic"
understanding"issues"of"substance"dependence"and"abuse,"but"it"may"also"help"
us"to"actively"solve"individual"and"societal"problems"caused"by"addiction,"by"
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identifying"atGrisk"populations,"creating"targeted"interventions,"or"designing"brainG
based,"personally"tailored"motivational"strategies"(Berkman,"in"press).""
Further"exploration"of"the"default"mode"and"selfGrelevance"judgments"may"
also"inform"our"understanding"of"depression."Severity"of"depressive"symptoms"
has"been"shown"to"correlate"with"perigenual"cingulate"responses"to"negatively"
valenced,"selfGrelevant"stimuli"(Wagner"et"al.,"2013)."Although"predictionG
valuation"models"may"seem"to"some"like"an"overly"abstract"or"even"obtuse"way"
of"approaching"psychopathology,"one"neuroanatomical"explanation"of"depression"
and"anxiety"suggests"that"these"exaggerated"selfGevaluative"responses"reflect"
the"negatively"biased"updating"of"cognitive"expectations"from"noisy"interoceptive"
signals"like"reward"prediction"error"(Paulus"and"Stein,"2010)."A"hypothesis"that"
relates"this"anatomical"framework"to"the"self"suggests"that"imbalanced"
integration"between"noisy,"interoceptive"signals,"abstract"affective"evaluations,"
and"external"sensory"information"is"what"leads"to"the"negatively"biased"selfG
evaluations"and"maladaptive"expectations"associated"with"depression"(Northoff,"
Wiebking,"Feinberg,"and"Panksepp,"2011)."The"self"versus"change"paradigm"
described"here"may"be"particularly"useful"in"identifying"neural"markers"of"
depression."Although"largely"unexplored"in"the"current"work,"the"binary"
responses"for"each"trait"adjective"can"be"analyzed"to"identify"trials"on"which"
participants"make"negative"selfGevaluations"for"qualities"that"they"also"identify"as"
unlikely"to"change."These"behavioral"prevalence"and"neural"correlates"of"such"
trials"may"help"to"identify"people"and"patterns"that"are"at"risk"for"depression"(or"
perhaps"even"differentiate"healthy"and"pathological"selves"within"a"single"brain).#
Concluding#remarks#
"The"present"work"replicates"and"extend"previous"findings"concerning"
broad"overlap"between"self"and"reward"in"the"more"precisely"constrained"
contexts"of"personal"relevance"and"value"assignment"(Enzi"et"al.,"2009)."This"
work"also"demonstrates"that"sharing"information"about"the"self"is"rewarding"
(Tamir"and"Mitchell,"2012),"and"that"sharing"about"the"self"in"a"prospective"
context"is"valuable."A"more"precise"quantification"of"the"various"people"and"
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content"that"make"up"our"future"selves"may"lead"us"to"a"better"understanding"of"
what"differentiates"among"the"value"assigned"to"more"personally"relevant,"
prospective"disclosures"to"friends"or"parents."It"may"also"help"us"to"more"broadly"
understand"reward"and"value"in"terms"of"the"immediate"and"longGterm"
consequences"associated"with"any"particular"aspect"of"the"self.""
A"liberal"interpretation"of"these"results"suggests"that"we"differentially"value"
the"selves"we"are"likely"to"become"in"specific"social"contexts."Collectively,"these"
findings"suggest"that"we"may"be"able"to"more"precisely"quantify"self"in"terms"of"GG"
well,"terms."Although"this"may"sound"tongue"in"cheek,"a"comprehensive"battery"
that"assesses"the"trait"adjectives"in"the"self"versus"change"paradigm"with"respect"
to"as"many"social"agents"as"can"reasonably"be"elicited"from"subjects"would"
provide"a"highly"dimensional"problem"space"that"abstractGstate"based"algorithms"
are"well"suited"for,"and"understanding"the"relationship"between"the"words"we"use"
to"describe"ourselves"and"who"we"essentially"are"may"soon"be"not"only"an"
excellent"question,"but"an"empirical"question"(Alfano,"2015)."Although"more"
research"is"needed"to"extend"and"apply"these"findings,"the"work"carried"out"in"
service"of"this"dissertation"provides"important"first"steps"as"well"as"
methodological,"empirical,"and"theoretical"contributions"to"the"study"of"social"
influences"on"the"self"in"the"brain.(
"
"
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